Abstract-This paper reports on the results of the fifth spectral irradiance measurement intercomparison and the impact these results have on the spread of spectral mismatch calculations in the outdoor characterization of reference solar cell and photovoltaic (PV) devices. Ten laboratories and commercial partners with their own instruments were involved in the comparison. Solar spectral irradiance in clear sky condition was measured with both fast fixed and slow rotating grating spectroradiometers. This paper describes the intercomparison campaign, describes different statistical analysis used on acquired data, reports on the results, and analyzes the impact these results would have on the primary calibration of a c-Si PV reference cell under natural sunlight.
spectral content of the natural or simulated sunlight a key parameter for the characterization, calibration, and energy yield estimation of these devices. Nowadays, spectroradiometers with different principles of operation (e.g., single-and double-stage rotating grating monochromator or fixed single-grating polychromator with photodiode, PD, array or charge-coupled device, CCD, detectors) are routinely used for solar spectral irradiance measurements. At present, there is a growing request for harmonization of good measurement practices and for knowledge transfer in the field of spectrally resolved solar radiation for solar energy applications (e.g., PVs) in order to make these measurements comparable and directly traceable to the Système international d'unités (SI units). Moreover, periodical round robin or intercomparisons are part of performance-based quality-control checks for laboratories working according to ISO-IEC 17025 [1] standard.
Within this context, a group of European research institutes active in the PV field for research, characterization, and engineering, set up the fifth comparison of spectroradiometers for solar spectral irradiance measurements. Aims of the intercomparison were to assess laboratory measurement capabilities, to exchange and compare instrument calibration procedures, to establish equivalence figures for the measurement of solar spectra, to put in practice lessons learnt from previous editions, and to evaluate the impact the comparison results may have on a practical case. This paper describes the intercomparison campaign, reports on the results, and analyzes the impact these results would have on the primary calibration of a c-Si PV reference cell under natural sunlight.
II. PURPOSE OF THE WORK-EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH
There is a growing request for harmonized, traceable, and low-uncertainty solar spectrum measurements for calibration and energy yield estimation in PV. This intercomparison was designed to raise the awareness and exchange good practices on reliable traceable measurements of the solar spectral irradiance with low uncertainty. Moreover, for the participating institutes applying a quality system or having an accreditation according to the ISO/IEC17025 standard [1] , the comparison is an implementation, together with round robin, of the required checks for establishing a performance-based quality control system. The intercomparison took place for the second time at the "Instituto 2156-3381 © 2016 IEEE. Translations and content mining are permitted for academic research only. Personal use is also permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission. See http://www.ieee.org/publications standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. were set to simultaneously measure the global normal incidence (GNI) spectral irradiance of natural sunlight from 300 to 1700 nm or 300 to 1100 nm, depending on the available instruments.
A large variety of manufacturers and principles of operation represent a good cross section of today's most used spectroradiometers in the PV community. A selected number of instruments, equipped with suitable collimation tubes to reduce their angle of view [2] , were set to measure the direct normal incidence spectral irradiance in the range from 300 to 1700 nm as well. In this paper, only the GNI measurement results from the ten laboratories successfully measuring will be reported.
Due to the technical differences among various instruments in the measurement timing, bandwidth, and spectral resolution, specific procedures for data acquisition, synchronization, and analysis were developed in order to make the spectroradiometers' output data comparable with each other. Data-processing procedures are summarized below and described in more detail elsewhere [3] , [4] .
Prior to the intercomparison, each participating laboratory calibrated their own spectroradiometer(s) following their usual procedures, thus allowing evaluating the instrument performance together with its traceability chain and calibration procedure. Some spectroradiometers were calibrated by an external accredited calibration laboratory, while others were calibrated in-house using a calibrated radiometric standard lamp or at the manufacturer. Table I summarizes the main characteristics of the instrument involved: commercial name, instrument type (poly-or monochromator, and detector configuration), the wavelength range covered, and the calibration source. All participating instruments were mounted on high accuracy, 0.5°peak to peak (pkpk), solar trackers in order to reduce errors due to instruments pointing (e.g., different cosine response of the instruments' entrance optic). In parallel to the intercomparison, a set of cavity radiometers were used as reference detectors for total irradiance data. These last ensure the direct link of solar irradiance measures to the SI units, as these cavity radiometers take part to the international pyrheliometer comparison under the aegis of the World Radiometric Reference, which held every five years at PMOD-Davos, Switzerland [5] .
In order to compare solar spectra acquired by "fast" and "slow" measuring instruments, several sets of average spectra, measured during 7-min acquisition time series, were analyzed. The duration of the time series was determined by the acquisition time of the slowest spectroradiometer. During each time series, the irradiance must remain stable to 1%, or better, to consider the series "stable" and flagged for analysis. The stability constraint avoids adding errors arising from fast changing weather or air mass conditions affecting the output of spectroradiometers in different ways. For instance, a cloud rapidly passing close to the sun disk may affect and invalidate only few spectra in the 7-min series acquired by a fast spectroradiometer, whereas for slow spectroradiometers, it may result in a spectrum shape distortion and invalidate the whole 7-min measurement series. This constraint limited the useful sky conditions to clear or almost clear and discarded acquisitions at early morning and late afternoon. Moreover, the acquired spectra were also convoluted using a Gaussian function in order to increase and harmonize the spectral bandwidth to 4-nm full-width half-maximum; this is done to reduce artefacts when comparing spectra in the atmospheric absorption bands [3] , [4] .
Several analyses were performed on acquired data, both in terms of absolute spectral irradiance and of spectral shape deviations. As described later, diversified data analysis approaches have higher chances of detecting and discriminating errors or uncertainty components due to systematic effects (e.g., instrument calibration) from those arising from instrument nonlinearity, internal stray light or drifts, as some of these errors or uncertainties might not be evident in all analyses.
III. INTERCOMPARISON RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Absolute Spectral Irradiance Analysis
Due to a confidentiality nondisclosure agreement among the participants and to avoid commercialism, results will be presented in an anonymous way. Figs. 1-3 show a wavelengthby-wavelength (W-by-W) spectral irradiance deviation analysis performed on a set of typical GNI spectra measured by the partners' instruments over two days of intercomparison. Spectra calculated by the Simple Model of the Atmospheric Radiative Transfer of Sunshine (SMARTS) [16] are also included for redundancy and independent check purposes (see Appendix A for details on its use and required inputs).
The graphs in the three figures denoted by letter (a) show a group of stable simultaneously acquired spectra during a 7-min acquisition series. Graphs (b) in the same figures show the Wby-W percent deviation of each spectrum with respect to Lab A spectrum and normalized to its peak irradiance. The Lab A instrument was chosen as reference because it was one of the instruments calibrated via a metrological unbroken chain to the SI units with low uncertainty, and a full evaluation of its calibration uncertainty was provided. W-by-W percent deviation data allow inferring some preliminary information about instrument stability during some hours of continuous outdoor measurements and about instrument reproducibility when considering different days of measurement. All but one instruments were dismounted from trackers at the end of each day and sheltered in a nearby laboratory during the night because they were not specifically designed for permanent outdoor operation.
When considering the entire ensemble of the spectroradiometers, the average W-by-W deviation values for the reported spectra lie in a band of ±2.4% with associated standard deviations up to 4% for Fig. 1 , in a band of ±2.6% with associated standard deviations up to 5.1% for Fig. 2 , and in a band of ±3.4% with associated standard deviations up to 4.9% for Fig. 3 . When considering the behavior of each single instrument shown in Figs. 1-3 , most of the instruments achieved repeatable (i.e., during the same day) and reproducible (i.e., during different days) deviations to within 0.6% pk-pk (Labs B, D, E, F, G, and I), two instruments (Labs C and H) showed deviations to within 2.5% pk-pk, and one instrument (Lab L) showed a repeatability to within 0.6% pk-pk during one day of measurement.
While data in Figs. 1-3 show W-by-W mean values calculated on three single acquisitions, a further analysis can be made on the daily average of the W-by-W deviations calculated using all the stable spectra acquired during two days of the comparison. Table II reports the average W-by-W difference values and their standard deviations for the eight stable GNI spectra measured on May 19 and the 21 stable GNI spectra measured on May 20. As to May 19, the average difference values lie within an interval of ±2.7%; similar values were found on May 20, where the average difference values lie within an interval of ±3.2%. The data labeled as "Lab C recal" are relative to the recalibration exercise described in Section IV. A one-day average standard deviation value much larger than the corresponding one-day average difference denotes a possible instrument intraday drift and/or instability. From an accurate analysis of this information collected all along the comparison campaign, participants can gain knowledge about their instruments' behavior such as temperature stability, repeatability, and reproducibility.
B. Relative Spectral Irradiance Analysis
The previous section focused on the absolute spectral irradiance differences among participating instruments; a different Reported data refer to two groups of eight and twenty one stable spectra acquired during 7-min time series on the 19th and 20th of May, respectively. Results from the recalibration of the Lab C instruments are also reported (see Section IV). Fig. 4 . Performance statistics results using (1). Percent spectral irradiance contents, as integrated in 100-nm bins from 400 to 900 nm plus a 200-nm bin from 900 to 1100 nm, computed from spectra measured by various partner's instruments, are compared with those of the reference instrument and related to declared/assigned measurement uncertainty. Dashed lines at E n 1, -1 represent acceptance/consistency limits. Results from the recalibration of the Lab C instruments are also reported (see Section IV).
approach can be used to separate systematic effects (e.g., arising from instrument calibration or from instrument time drift), from nonlinearity or spectra distortion due to intrinsic instrument limitation. This approach is important in solar spectrum measurement applied to PV field, where a correct measurement of the spectral distribution of incoming natural sunlight is fundamental, whereas the absolute irradiance value is usually measured by other means, often with lower uncertainty (e.g., cavity radiometers, reference solar cells, pyrheliometers, or pyranometers). A straightforward comparison of the relative spectral differences among acquired spectra can be done slightly modifying the performance requirement guidelines described in [8] . In fact, the aforementioned standard prescribes dividing the spectral irradiance data of a generic solar simulator into five 100-nm-width bands from 400 to 900 nm, plus an additional 200-nm-width band from 900 to 1100 nm, computes the integral irradiance in each band, and expresses it as the percent ratio to the total irradiance as integrated in the 400-1100 nm band. The percentage distribution of irradiance in each band is, then, compared with the same distribution calculated for the AM1.5G standard spectrum to assess the solar simulator spectral quality class [7] , [8] .
In this paper, the spectral irradiance data of a specific measurement were integrated as described before and compared with the same distribution of the Lab A spectrum assumed as reference. As a final step, the E n performance statistics analysis method (for details, see [9] ) was applied to the comparison results in each band. The E n number is a performance statistics tool and is defined as
where E n is the normalized error for the M th band (dimensionless), U Lab i and U ref are the reported expanded (k = 2) relative measurement uncertainty for the i th spectroradiometer and the reference, respectively. M Lab i and M ref represent the ratio between the irradiance of the M th band to the total irradiance for the i th spectroradiometer and the reference, respectively.
The calculated E n number in (1) involves the establishment of acceptance limits of ±1; E n values within acceptance limits are considered satisfactory because these are consistent with the estimated uncertainty. E n values outside acceptance limits highlight inconsistencies with the estimated measurement uncertainty and/or severe instrument drift from the expected performance. For ease of comparison, in this exercise, the expanded relative measurement uncertainty (k = 2) was set to a single average value of 5% for U Lab i and to 3% for U ref, as resulting from the reference instrument calibration uncertainty. Fig. 4 shows, as an example, the performance statistics results as applied to the spectra reported in Fig. 2 . Six out of nine of the compared instruments show all E n values within the ±1 acceptance limits (Labs B, D, E, F, H, and I), two instruments (Labs G and L) show one E n value outside acceptance limits, and one instrument (Lab C) has severe deviations from the acceptance limits.
It is worth noting that the proposed combined data analysis allowed highlighting that Lab H, despite exhibiting the worst W-by-W average difference in Fig. 2(b) , showed E n values well within consistency threshold, suggesting a systematic effect probably due to a scaling factor in the calibration process. When data from Labs G and L are taken into consideration, an inconsistency in part of their acquired spectra was spotted in the 800-900-nm and 900-1100-nm band, respectively. This result is apparently in contradiction with the low W-by-W average differences shown in Fig. 2(b) by Labs L and G, probably due to the wavy spectra so that the W-by-W differences compensate over the entire wavelength band. The same approach applied to Lab C data confirmed highly divergent results due to instrument nonlinearity or very poor calibration standards or procedures. Lab C recal data are relative to the recalibration exercise described in Section IV.
Extending and applying the performance statistics E n number analysis to the 28 stable spectra acquired on May 19 and 20, 2015, gives us further information on instruments' time stability.
Figs. 5 and 6 summarize the daily average results; as in the analysis reported in Fig. 4 , the ±1 acceptance limits are set estimating U Lab i and U ref to be 5% and 3%, respectively. Lab C recal data in both figures are relative to the recalibration exercise described in Section IV. The E n number results do not change very much from one day to another; in both cases, the same instrument systems (Labs B, D, E, F, H, and I) with all deviation values within the acceptance limits (i.e., with deviation values coherent with the estimated uncertainty) reported in Fig. 4 are Fig. 6 . Average of the performance statistics results using (1) for one-day of stable measurements. Percent spectral irradiance contents, as integrated in 100-nm bins from 400 to 900 nm plus a 200-nm bin from 900 to 1100 nm, computed from spectra measured by various partner's instruments, are compared with those of the reference instrument and related to declared/assigned measurement uncertainty. Dashed lines at E n 1, -1 represent acceptance/consistency limits. Results from the recalibration of the Lab C instruments are also reported (see Section IV). also within ±1 limits in Figs. 5 and 6. This allows assessing the reproducibility of those systems over two days as they were dismounted and sheltered overnight and remounted the day after.
The instrument system belonging to Lab L, which measured only on the 20th, confirmed to have one point (900-1100-nm band) out of the acceptance limits both in a specific measurement of the day and on the daily average, highlighting possible spectroradiometer's misbehavior in the near-infrared wavelength region. In addition, Lab C data confirm severe deviations in three wavelength bands, probably due to inaccurate calibration reference and procedure. Lab G data show a different behavior on the 19th, where its results, shown in Fig. 5 , are in accordance with the acceptance levels, compared with the 20th, where the system showed one point out of limits and needs further analysis.
C. Discussion
The large amount of data resulting from the intercomparison must be dealt with diversified analysis methods to extract meaningful information about the characteristics and the behavior of the spectroradiometers involved. The complexity of the instruments and measurements requires different analysis approaches trying to separate uncertainty and error components arising from systematic sources (e.g., calibration) from those arising from statistical sources, and those intrinsic to the instrument (e.g., temporal and thermal drift, internal stray light, or grating second-order effect).
In general, a careful scrutiny of the W-by-W deviations calculated from the comparison with simultaneous acquired reference instruments spectra or from, in the case of clear-sky conditions, a modeled SMARTS spectrum may give useful information on the instrument stability at short or long term; if more than oneday data are available, reproducibility information can also be inferred. However, more detailed analysis tools are necessary to better understand the behavior of such complex systems.
In this work, the use of performance statistics tools such as the E n number allowed us to detect an instrument (Lab H) with good intrinsic performance but with a systematic scaling factor, probably due to calibration (e.g., wrong distance between standard lamp and target spectroradiometer, orientation or misalignment, drift of the reference lamp, etc.).
Moreover, the analysis on selected wavelength bands may give information about instrument behavior on specific wavelength ranges. This is the case for Lab L, exhibiting E n values within the acceptance limits apart from the near-infrared wavelength band (see Figs. 4 and 6) . The same approach applied over two days of measurements gave also a warning about the reproducibility of Lab G instrument that shows all data within the acceptance limits in Fig. 5 but exhibits one point out of the acceptance limits the day after (see Fig. 6 ).
IV. In-Situ CALIBRATION OF SECONDARY INSTRUMENTS
In addition to serve as a comparison of the performance of different instruments, the spectrometer intercomparison could be used to perform an in-situ calibration of secondary instruments based on the measurements made by primary instruments with traceability to a standard lamp (e.g., for laboratories not having access to traceable standards). This process is illustrated with the results of Lab C, which showed the poorest performance in terms of spectral distribution measurements (see Section III-B).
The spectra taken on the 20th at 10:59 are used as the recalibration point (see Fig. 2) . A new calibration curve for the instrument of Lab C is calculated based on the spectra measured by Labs A and F as
where R New and R Old are the new and old instrument calibration curves of Lab C, respectively, and G LabC , G LabA , and G LabF the irradiances measured by Labs C, A, and F, respectively. This equation assumes that the instrument properties-bandpass, slit function, and straylight behavior-are identical for the instruments involved. If that is not the case, the uncertainty of the new calibration curve will be higher. Fig. 7 shows the new calibration curve alongside the old one. As it can be seen, the original calibration was underestimating the solar irradiance in both the short-and long-wavelength bands, while it was comparable in the intermediate band. This trend of having the largest error near the edges of the sensitivity range suggests that the reason for the poor performance of Lab C's instrument might be related to an incorrect account of the background signal of the spectrometer, either during the calibration or during the intercomparison. The ripples in the short-and long-wavelength ranges are an artefact of the recalibration process. They can be related to differences in the instrument bandpass and the convolution and interpolation process described in Section II, which have a large impact in the spectral regions with narrow atmospheric absorption bands. As mentioned, these differences will result in a higher uncertainty of the new calibration curve in these spectral regions. This new calibration curve is then used to recalculate all spectra measured by Lab C during the intercomparison: the new spectra, duly convoluted and interpolated, have been referred to as "Lab C recal" in the previous sections.
The one-day average W-by-W differences and standard deviations values calculated with respect to Lab A spectra for the measurements of the 19th and 20th are shown in Table II . As can be seen, the recalibration process results in an overall improvement of all the reprocessed measurements compared with Lab A and not only at the calibration point. In particular, the strong reduction of the standard deviation indicates a good stability of the instrument over the time of the intercomparison. The relative spectral distribution analyzed in Section III-B has also improved with the new calibration. In all situations (see Figs. 4-6 ), Lab C performance statistics have changed from being well outside the ±1 acceptance limits to less than ±0.5 in all spectral bands. However, similar performance might not be obtained when measuring light sources with strongly different spectral irradiance distribution due to limitations deriving from different bandpass, slit function, and straylight behavior among involved instruments. This procedure represents, however, an acceptable tradeoff between easy implementation and a higher calibration uncertainty.
This in-situ recalibration of secondary instruments not only provides a means of having an instrument calibration curve traceable to a primary instrument: The information can be very valuable for Lab C to identify the critical aspects of their calibration process that need to be revised and improved in order to reach acceptable standards for PV applications. 
V. RESULTS IMPACT ON A PHOTOVOLTAIC CELL CALIBRATION EXERCISE
One of the aims of the intercomparison is to establish equivalence confidence limits about the measurements of solar spectrum useful for the PV community. An easy-to-understand way to establish such an equivalence confidence limit is to determine how much the use of solar spectra measured simultaneously by various partners may influence the output of the short-circuit current (I sc ) calibration of a reference solar cell.
Several primary calibration methods are described and reported in the annex A of the IEC standard referred to in [10] . Specifically, a slightly modified version of the global sunlight method will be used in the following. The calibration of a PV device at standard test conditions entails, among others, the spectral mismatch correction [6] to the standard spectrum, which is mainly AM1.5G [7] for terrestrial applications. This correction is performed by applying a mismatch correction factor (MM) accounting for the difference in spectral responsivities between the reference device and the testing one, as well as for the relative spectral difference between testing light source and standard spectrum.
The knowledge of the actual spectrum of the solar radiation impinging on the surface of a PV reference cell is one of the necessary parameters for its calibration, the others being the spectral responsivities of the solar cell under calibration and of the reference device used to measure the solar radiation intensity and the AM1.5G reference spectrum. All these input parameters allow computing the following spectral mismatch correction factor
represents the spectral responsivity of the reference device (which is assumed to be constantly 1 for broadband radiometers), G ref (λ) is the spectral irradiance of the AM1.5G reference spectrum, SR dut (λ) represents the spectral responsivity of the reference solar cell to be calibrated, and G meas (λ) is the actual solar spectrum as measured at the time of calibration.
It is worth noting that MM = 1 when
. Therefore, using a broadband radiometer as a reference device, the deviations between the measured spectrum and the standard AM1.5G are highlighted due to the large spectral responsivity differences between reference device and device under test.
In this exercise, we calculated MM values for different simultaneously measured spectra by four (Labs A, E, F, and H) of the "best-performing" spectroradiometers at different times during the first measurement day (May 15, 2015). According to [10] , the integrals of (3) must be computed in the working spectral range of the broadband radiometer used as a reference device (e.g., 250-4000 nm). However, for this exercise, we limited the integrals range from 300 to 1100 nm in order to accommodate the measuring bandwidth of all the involved instruments. Moreover, here, we are interested in highlighting the difference in the relative spectral shape among the acquired spectra by different partners; hence, the bandwidth reduction will not affect, in the considered wavelength range, the comparison results. Fig. 8 shows the data used to calculate the MM factors at four different times during a measurement day. It includes the spectral responsivity of the reference cell under calibration, the solar spectra acquired by four spectroradiometers at different times of the day, and the AM1.5G reference spectrum. For display purposes, Y-axis arbitrary unit has been chosen in order to shift plots.
MM computation results are reported in Table III . The pk-pk differences of the computed MM ranges from 0.4% for a set of stable simultaneously acquired spectra at the beginning of the measurement day and increases to maximum 1% later during the day, probably due to a slight drift of Lab H instrument.
The MM values for the two reference labs present at the intercomparison (Labs A and F) are in good agreement to within 0.2% pk-pk for the whole measurement day. These results confirm the importance of a correct, reliable, and traceable solar spectrum measurement for high-precision PV device calibration as a 1% difference in the MM factor turns to a 1% difference in the final I sc calibration value.
Although it is possible to reduce the influence of the MM correction factor and, hence, of its uncertainty [11] (e.g., choosing the calibration time and location in order to be as close as possible to AM1.5G condition), it is likely that a significant part of the 1-3% spread reported in the I sc values for PV module [12] , [13] and cell [14] , [15] calibration round robin is due to the uncertainty in measuring the spectrum of the sun or of the solar simulators.
VI. CONCLUSION
A spectroradiometer intercomparison was performed among ten European scientific and industrial partners. The intercomparison aimed at exchanging and comparing instrument calibration procedures and measurement capabilities, at establishing equivalence figures for solar spectra measurement, and at putting in practice lessons learnt from previous editions.
A large variety of manufacturers and principles of operation of the instruments involved in the intercomparison are a good cross section of today's most used spectroradiometers in the PV community. Different and complementary data analyses were applied to the measured spectra so that partners can have comprehensive knowledge about their instrument's behavior, calibration, and measurement procedures. The analyses of the results showed W-by-W average differences lying within an interval of ±3.2% for two whole days of measurement, for a total of 28 stable spectra. Performance statistics E n number analysis applied to the same acquisition days showed that in all the considered wavelength bands, six spectroradiometers have their output consistent with declared measurement uncertainty on both days. One had E n results consistent with the declared uncertainty on one day and showed partial inconsistency on the other day. One other system showed larger deviation from ±1 acceptance limits on both days. Absolute and relative spectral irradiance comparison methodologies proved to be a good approach to separate instrument nonlinearity and distortion effects from systematic effects due to calibration or due to drift with time and/or temperature. In addition to serve as a comparison of the performance of different instruments, the spectrometer intercomparison can be used to perform an in-situ calibration of secondary instruments for measuring natural sunlight based on the measurements made by primary instruments with traceability to a standard lamp. Such an exercise proved that correcting acquired spectra according to recalibration significantly improved the agreement with reference instruments and can be valuable for identifying critical aspect of calibration.
When quantifying the impact of using different simultaneously acquired spectra on the I sc calibration of a PV reference cell, we found a maximum 1% pk-pk figure for spectral mismatch calculation using data from four different laboratories, reducing to 0.2% pk-pk when data from two reference laboratories were considered. APPENDIX A SMARTS is used to create synthetic spectra for all the days and times of the intercomparison [16] . Real-time atmospheric parameters (ambient temperature, surface pressure, precipitable water, and humidity) were measured on site or retrieved from public repositories of atmospheric data measured at a weather station in the nearby Madrid-Barajas airport [17] - [19] . Other parameters needed for the simulation (such as albedo or aerosol model) were fixed throughout all simulations. In Appendix B, there is an example of a SMARTS input file for the 9:17 measurement of the May 20, 2015. Fig. 9 shows the W-by-W difference of SMARTS synthetic spectra with respect to Lab A for all spectra measured on the May 20, (21 in total). A consistent difference less than 5% at all wavelengths and less than 2% for the near-infrared region (>900 nm) can be observed independently of the spectrum. These values are on the same order, or better than those obtained experimentally by some of the labs shown in Fig. 1 .
